that revivalists of the 1 740s discussed the devices and methods for promoting and sustaining their work with colleagues all over the world. -Indeed, their exchanges created an evangelical communications network long before the more widely recognized networks of the nineteenth century.
The major contrast that historians have drawn between the spontaneity of the mid-eighteenth-century revivals and the professionalism of those in the nineteenth century is misleading.'3 Instead, the eighteenth-century revivals should take their place on a continuum of Protestant evangelical development, with its starting point in the seventeenth century. The real significance of the mid-eighteenth-century revivals was not their wondrous spontaneity or their primary role in the formation of national consciousness, but rather their combining of traditional Puritan practices with fresh evangelical techniques and attitudes. It was a combination that played a major part, and perhaps the most creative part, in the systematic development of evangelicalism. IN 
1736, NEWS OF THE RECENT REVIVALS IN Hampshire County, Massachusetts, crossed over to England in the letters of Boston minister Benjamin Colman to
London Dissenting ministers John Guyse and Isaac Watts. These same men encouraged Jonathan Edwards to write an account of the awakening for publication. This was to become Edwards's famous Narrative, first published in London. 14 The correspondence between Colman, Watts, and Guyse that made this possible exemplified the Old Dissenting network-a network with its roots in the seventeenth-century Puritan "community of saints." By the mid-eighteenth century, Dissenters had not only developed informal contacts across the Atlantic, but had also established a formal machinery, the Dissenting Deputies, to protect their civil and legal welfare. 15 in and concern for the Dissenting community abroad.'6 When the New England ministers wanted an English sponsor for Edwards's revival narrative, Watts was the obvious choice. But the colonial ministers were mistaken if they believed that the support they received from Watts, or from another interested correspondent, Philip Doddridge of Northampton (England), was similar to the response they could expect from English Dissenters.'7 Watts and Doddridge were attempting to occupy a middle ground between antinomianism and Arminianism and, as a result, remained relatively isolated among English Dissenters. Although colonial promoters of the revival narrative turned naturally to these two men, and, although both took part in the revival exchanges, they were not representative of English Dissent and of its response to the aims and style of revivalist religion.
For political, organizational, and theological reasons, the official channels of Dissent were not open to the revival of religion when it happened. Many-Dissenters distrusted the tenets that became associated with revivalism: the emotionalism and even dogmatism of some of the converted, the new relationship proposed between clergy and laity, and the notion that an inspired preacher might be more efficacious than a trained minister would be. News of the New England conversions threatened to bring confrontation within both Nonconformism and Presbyterianism. The majority of English Nonconformist ministers, along with the spokesmen of the Assembly of the Church of Scotland, and of the Associate Presbytery, ultimately found they could not support the evangelicals. As a result, they lost their primacy in the transmission of revival news to a new grouping. The focus shifted from them to the Calvinist Methodists in England, to an active group of revivalists in the Church of Scotland, and to their kindred spirits in New England and the Middle Colonies. Because Anglican evangelicals, not Nonconformists, led the English revival, and because groups in Scotland, Wales, Holland, and America shared in the revival, a new religious community based on Calvinist evangelicalism came into existence.
This evangelical community was established through a network of correspondence that had George Whitefield at its center. Between 1739 and his death in 1770, in addition to his extensive preaching tours of England and Wales, Whitefield made seven journeys to America and fourteen to Scotland. His willingness to travel was only the most obvious expression of his eagerness to see the revival world as a single entity and to encourage others to do the same. His correspondence was as continuous and wide-ranging as his travels, and although we have no accurate figure of the number of people Whitefield wrote to, some impressions of the scale of his correspondence can be gained from his published letters and journals. He wrote regularly to all the main revival figures in Britain and America and to hundreds of other ministers and lay people. Gillies published nearly 1,500 of his letters in the early 1770s, and the evangelical magazines of the 1 740s included many items from his correspondence. One unpublished collection contains letters from over fifty different correspondents.'8 When Whitefield sent letters from the colonies to London for distribution, he did so by the trunkload. He received so many letters himself that he was glad to accept the secretarial help of lay evangelicals, such as stockbroker William Seward and teacher John Syms, although the replies were nearly always Whitefield's own.'9 American correspondents received instructions through' the Pennsylvania Gazette "to direct their letters [for Whitefield] to be left with Mr. James Hutton, Bookseller without Temple, London."20 Many who wrote were ordinary men and women who sought spiritual advice from Whitefield, thanked him for preaching, or gave him local revival news. Their letters reflect their intense personal experiences and the importance of Whitefield as a focal point in the revival world. His centrality explains the exclusive emphasis that historians have placed on him, but Whitefield did not work alone, and the international dimension of the revival would not have had the same significance had it relied solely on the activities of one individual.
Within just seven years of the Northampton revival, an international epistolary circuit had developed. Although the emergence of the-circuit owed a great deal to the common focus evangelicals had in Whitefield, it owed just as much to the meaning that many participants invested in the revival, and particularly in its widespread occurrence. Jonathan Edwards reflected on this meaning in a letter to James Robe only revivalist who does not fit easily into either the inner core or this second grouping is the Welsh preacher Howell Harris. He wrote prolifically to his associates in England and Wales but as far as is known had no American correspondents.32 This lack of American contacts is surprising since Harris was more concerned than others were with maintaining the "catholic" or international spirit of the revival and, as one-time organizer at the London Tabernacle, was well placed to take part in a transatlantic network. Perhaps he failed to cultivate foreign correspondents because he felt his status as a mere "exhorter" was too lowly to warrant international attention. Even though he did not participate personally in the transatlantic communication network, his name was known abroad.33 THE NEW COMMUNITY CREATED BY INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE was, in part, a continuation of the seyenteenth-century Puritan letter-writing community, but its spirit of evangelism marked a point of departure. Evidence suggests that revival correspondence was not only of personal significance to those involved but that it also served evangelical functions. Although letters between neighboring ministers were often of a practical nature-making arrangements for meetings and the exchange of pulpits, for example-those between distant and especially between international correspondents could be a means to convert the unconverted. In addition, because ministers discussed revival issues in their letters, their correspondence also helped to shape their attitudes to evangelism. These letters are a record of both the international workings of the revival and the issues that were of interest and concern to its leaders.
One of the primary and most straightforward purposes of letter writing was to describe the revival in one's own locality, and many of the revival letters were narrative and purely descriptive, particularly during the two years from 1740 to 1742 before the revival began to encounter opposition and internal disagreements. The same was true for correspondence within a region, but there was a heightened sense of excitement in writing to someone hundreds of miles away, and ministers were aware that news from afar could encourage the revival spirit in their own congregations: "In yours of Jan. 25 Bridgewater, Abington, York, Ipswich, Rowley, Cape Ann."35 Despite the distance between correspondents and their probable ignorance of the local geography, the letters contained catalogues of new revival areas, and ministers often requested such detail from one another. They attached great importance to explicitness, both because it helped to establish the authenticity of the revival and, they believed, "it had more influence because it came from a Foreigner."36 Through narrative detail, correspondents were able to encourage one another and develop a sense of unity in a known and shared world.
As part of their descriptions, ministers included information about their own conduct and leadership. The exchange of information, can be seen as an early development of revival techniques, because the communication of various methods and approaches and discussion of their effects encouraged a process of convergence within evangelicalism. Presbyterian . minister John Moorhead I of Boston was one of the -many who gave information about the methods he used in his parish. He. encouraged parishioners to examine their own thoughts and feelings, listen to itinerant preachers, organize fasts, and heed the reading by heads of families of the "most pungent Discourses they could find.that treated on the Nature of Conversion and-the New Birth." Although he emphasized the educative role of societies for prayer and instruction, he: was concerned that these should be properly organized by the minister.37
Ministers who exchanged views in this way did not always find it easy to decide about the limits of their own role or the efficacy of human effort in bringing about conversion, but in spite of their qualms, they were influenced by the, apparent success of this or that particular practice. They. occasionally discussed the controversial issue of revivalistic "means to grace." "We ought not only to praise God for everything that appears favourable to the interests of religion, and to pray earnestly for a general revival, but also use means that are proper in order to it," Edwards wrote to Erskine. The practice under scrutiny here was weekly sacraments, which Edwards considered "a proper means," and which Erskine said he had been striving to establish in the face of "bigotry and prejudice."38 Other revival means discussed regularly by correspondents included the use of prayer societies, the practice of itinerant preaching, and coordinated prayer days-all of which were recognized as potentially threatening to a minister's control. Besides offering practical advice, these epistolary exchanges were of more general significance, since they influenced the writing of revival tracts, devotional materials, and theological treatises of the revival. The writers formulated their opinions within a transatlantic context and those opinions in turn established a number of views and patterns of response within that same transatlantic world. A key example of this process was the conversion experience. Narrative, which was reprinted in America and Holland and extracted in the Boston Christian History, where the editor recommended Robe's methods. 44 Detecting a "defective" conversion was probably one of the most difficult and serious problems faced by a revival minister, but the heightened emotional tension so often inherent in a revival meeting could cause other problems. Were trances and dreams, for example, legitimized by Scripture? In New England, Christian History put across the view that "outcries" and excesses of expression were only to be expected but should not be taken as signifying conversion without other indicators. Aware that none of these experiences were new, the editor generally attempted to play down the emotionalism in the hope that people would thereby be discouraged from "indulging" themselves. As J. William T. Youngs has argued, many of these activities worried the very ministers who had encouraged the revival as a way to reunite and spiritualize the community, and who subsequently came to recognize that the same forces could impinge on their authority.45 Troubled by these conflicting concerns, ministers could at least turn to a sympathetic community to voice their fears and obtain advice.
BECAUSE PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE INTENSIFIED their emotional identification with one another and reinforced a set of beliefs and practices, revival leaders soon realized that its usefulness could be multiplied if the news and information related in the letters were shared more widely. One simple and obvious method was to pass a letter around among friends. Another was to make a copy and pass the letter on, or to read it aloud to a congregation or prayer group. But the most sophisticated technique evolved by evangelicals was to found newspapers and magazines whose main content was revival letters. The first and most natural step was to use the ready-made networks of friends and colleagues among whom letters could be circulated. New England ministers, for example, circulated letters at their regular association meetings, which were neighborhood affairs, while others added new forms to achieve the same effect. Scottish ministers began a special "correspondent meeting," which reflected their desire to be more organized in their evangelism.46 Originally, few of the letters read aloud at these meetings would have been written for such a purpose, but once ministers established the practice of public readings, 44 Although evangelical papers and magazines were the most innovative and effective method for spreading the word, more traditional methods continued alongside them. Whitefield's correspondence, for example, found its way into print most commonly through his Journals, and he occasionally also had it printed on the back of sermons and pamphlets or used it to break up some longer and weighty piece of prose. Three American letters to Whitefield were bound between his own Letter to New Brunswick and Letter in Answer to the Presbytery of Newcastle. Whitefield and other revival leaders regarded these letters, and other personal correspondence, as general revival property that could be published for the edification of the comrmunity at large.67 By combining their private networks for the dissemination of news and literature with their outlets for more general publication, revival leaders had an effective vehicle for launching specific projects or for conducting campaigns on an international level. In this way, they adopted and supported Whitefield's Georgia Orphan House, donated money to missionaries, and helped to establish the Presbyterian College of New Jersey.68 Above all, they initiated and sustained the United Concert for Prayer, a parish-based international movement that became another of the major legacies bequeathed by the mid-eighteenth-century revivals to evanglical protestantism. bold strokes on a large canvas. In their turn, social historians have sought to get beyond these generalities to the particular nature of a revival in a specific place and at a specific period. By setting the religious behavior of mid-eighteenth-century men and women in the context of local social and political structures, they have rightly enmeshed the revival in community affairs. In their work, human activities and human emotions have replaced the hand of God as the focus of interest. The evidence presented here shows that it is not necessary or helpful for historians to focus solely on local events. Revivals did indeed take place within particular communities, and we need to understand the complex relationships between revivalism and local religious and social groupings. But the international dimension of evangelicalism in the transatlantic world of the 1740s also needs to be recognized and understood. This dimension is as capable of explanation as the local context, and the human agencies arejust as visible. The broad dissemination of news did not necessarily cause revivals, but the exciting knowledge that clergy and lay people acquired about events elsewhere shaped individual behavior and individual understanding of what the Lord had "upon the Wheel."
